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Overview and Who Took the Survey
The results of the 2019 Parker Police Department Citizen Survey reflected very well on the department and employees. Parker residents feel safe in Parker, safe in their neighborhoods and they think very highly of the Police
Department’s competency, attitudes and performance. We were very pleased that 246 residents filled out the survey and 156 wrote in comments on the final question with a suggestion, accolade or criticism.
The first six questions were multiple choice and the final question was open answer. We asked people if they lived,
worked, visited or commuted through Parker to let us know who was taking the survey. Respondents were able to
select more than one box that applied. The vast majority of individuals who took the survey live in Parker (91%).
25% of people said they work in Parker, 23% commute through Parker and 20% said they visit Parker. There were
14 people who responded “Other,” even though their answer fit in one of the other categories, so the numbers
above will vary slightly from the below graph.
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Q4 Do you: (Check all that apply)
Answered: 245

Skipped: 1
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Total Respondents: 245

Feedback on Department and Employees
The first three questions were about the competency, attitudes and performance of the Parker Police Department
and its employees. The results show that our community thinks very highly of the PPD and employees. The first
question asked, “Please rate your impression of the competency of Parker Police Department employees.” Excellent (63%) and Good (25%) made up 88% of responses. Only 1.6% answered Poor. Question two asked, “Please
rate your perception of the attitudes and behaviors of Parker Police Officers.” 87% of responses were either
Excellent (62%) or Good (25%). Six people (2.4%) responded Poor. Question three asked, “Rate the overall performance of the parker Police Department.” Once again, the answers were favorable. Excellent (60%) and Good
(25%) made up 85% of the responses with Poor only receiving 1.2%.
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Q1 Please rate your impression of the competency of Parker Police
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Q2 Please rate your perception of the attitudes and behaviors of Parker
Police Officers.
Answered: 246
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Q3 Rate the overall performance of the Parker Police Department.
Answered: 245
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Safety in Neighborhoods and Parker
Questions five and six focused on how safe people feel in our community. Question five asked, “How safe and
secure do you feel in your neighborhood.” Only those who answered the previous question saying they lived in
Parker were asked this question. There wasn’t a single person who said they felt unsafe in their neighborhood.
ZERO. The answers to this question were very top heavy. The breakdown was Extremely Safe (40%), Very Safe
(34%), Safe (18%) and Somewhat Safe (7%). We also had great results for the question, “How safe and secure do
you feel shopping/working/visiting the Town of Parker?” Extremely Safe (38%) and Very Safe (35%) comprised
of 73% of responses. 20% of people said they felt safe while only 1 person (.4%) said they felt unsafe.
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Q5 How safe and secure do you feel in your neighborhood?
Answered: 208
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Q6 How safe and secure do you feel shopping/working/visiting the Town
of Parker?
Answered: 234

Skipped: 12
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Suggestions for Improvement and Feedback

Of the 246 people who took the survey, 156 of them left comments (63%) in question 7, “What suggestions and
recommendations do you have to improve the Parker Police Department; in other words; what are we doing well
and what can we do better.” 87 people left a suggestion, 65 left a positive comment and 24 left negative comments. Traffic was the number one issue brought up in comments, and according to this survey, is the top issue
the community would like to see addressed. More than 1/3rd of all comments were about traffic and four of the
six most common comments were about traffic.
The most addressed issues for this question and the number of people in parenthesis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Red light runners (10)
Speeding (9)
Increased neighborhood presence (7) (5 specifically mentioning overnights)
Hire more Officers (6)
Increased traffic enforcement (6)
School zone enforcement (4)

The top categories that had positive comments posted about them and the number of comments in parenthesis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General police department comments (27)
Officers (13)
Patrol (9)
Traffic (7)
Social Media (6)
Outreach (3)

There were only three topics that had more than one negative comment. Number of comments in parenthesis:
1. Traffic (11)
2. General police department comments (8)
3. Officers (3)
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Q7 What suggestions and recommendations do you have to improve the
Parker Police Department; in other words; what are we doing well and
what can we do better?
Answered: 156

Skipped: 90

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The policy of parker code enforcement only citing things that are complained about allows bully
neighbors to dictate what everyone else is doing in their neighborhoods. Example would be I have
been harrassed by them for parking the wrong way in my cul-de-sac because of complaints of this
one neighbor that constantly calls them. This same neighbor has a silver ford taurus that has not
moved since August 27th and is parker on bluegrass cir. It seems like your department is using
valuable resources coddling a busy body!

12/4/2019 7:30 PM

2

Nothing that I can think of. Love the department!

12/3/2019 5:22 AM

3

I will file a full complaint with your office of professional standards and a complaint against your
accreditation to CALEA. I will use your own body cams and recordings, and documentation. Your
agency seems to think facts are not an issue in investigation. They exhibit their own will when
determining crime . It would be preferable if they used the law. They are not legislators. Please
teach them some candor. Tell them to use appropriate words for their intentions. It's best they get
to have a review and a "chat" with a professional law enforcement team that can give an
appropriate constructive review of their behavior and actions.

11/29/2019 9:43 AM

4

Get your facts together and listen to both sides before you make a dv arrest. You f*** up lives
doing a sh**** job and admitting one side of the story didn’t matter is pretty sh****. And you
wonder why most people don’t feel safe or comfortable around cops?

11/27/2019 11:08 PM

5

More presence and enforcement of traffic laws. Twice I've seen a driver run a red light in the
presence of Parker PD vehicle, with nothing done.

11/26/2019 8:03 PM

6

You are wonderful! I wish there was more you could do with the drivers who run the red-lights &
the speeders.

11/26/2019 12:40 PM

7

I would cruise the parking lots of the stores. I would saturate a main road; ie Jordan Road with
officers and stop all speeders. They only slow down when they see the lights, then speed back up.
I would patrol the neighbor hoods more often. And I understand there are only so many of you. I
would also restart the Neighborhood Watch program in all areas. You guys/gals are excellent and I
appreciate all that you do. We need about 40 more officers in Parker area!

11/26/2019 12:30 PM

8

The officers are all personable, realistic, and protective of the community - literally could not ask for
anything more.

11/25/2019 9:09 PM

9

The Parker PD is great I have 0 issues with how you all do the great things you do.

11/25/2019 2:14 AM

10

Every time I interact with the PPD, it has been a fantastic experience. Helpful, respectful and
immediate. PPD is always involved in the community and that fact makes such a difference. I
appreciate and I’m thankful for the PPD.

11/24/2019 4:50 PM

11

We live in Stroh Ranch just about 100 yards south of Hess. The heavy vehicle traffic on Hess is
becoming a problem, both speed and noise. Heavy trucks consistently exceed the 40 mph limit
with full loads and almost all ignore the ban on compressor brake use - getting real noisy. Can we
get some enforcement in this area, please?

11/24/2019 4:34 PM

12

Do your job, don’t worry about pleasing people. And for gods sake use your blinker.

11/24/2019 4:07 PM

13

I think a little more traffic control during events like farmers market. And that to those yahoos over
a planning to work on traffic patterns to make things safer

11/24/2019 2:58 PM

14

More education for the force on mental health issues and on dementia! Dementia is not always
alzheimers. I am aware of at least 6 residents with early onset FTD...as young as 38 yrs old.

11/24/2019 2:39 PM

15

I never see PPD running speed enforcement. I always see CSP but never PPD

11/24/2019 1:31 PM

16

Proactive patrol, as much as possible.

11/24/2019 12:50 PM
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17

Make Parker Police uniforms more identifiable. Patches, hats, and police on the back.

11/24/2019 8:20 AM

18

Keep doing the "donuts with cops" meetings, continue to hire a diverse group of officers and staff,
continue to use and expand use of social media.

11/24/2019 4:37 AM

19

Let the cops be cops, get out there and bump people up. More proactive policing needs to be
done in this city.

11/24/2019 3:21 AM

20

Keep up the good work with the coffee with a cop outreach

11/23/2019 9:07 PM

21

In my interactions with Parker PD the officers have been professional, courteous, empathic and
even used a sense of humor to relieve some tension. Thank you!

11/23/2019 8:43 PM

22

I would like to see more saturation patrol in the overnight hours to address the ongoing issue of car
break ins. In addition, I would like to see decoy operations setup between Thanksgiving and
Christmas to target porch pirates.

11/23/2019 6:43 PM

23

Very much appreciate all you do! Not a negative thing to say from me. Stay safe!

11/23/2019 6:27 PM

24

We recently had someone call for a wellness check on the seniors that live with us and Parker PD
sent 4 officers. Given that the only reason the check was requested was because he is hard of
hearing and sounded odd on the phone, this felt like an overreaction. Surely those officers had
more important things to do and one or two would have been sufficient.

11/23/2019 5:56 PM

25

More officers on hiway patrol espically on Parker road and by the high school in the morning

11/23/2019 5:35 PM

26

communication with social media is great. More officers in the field

11/23/2019 5:05 PM

27

A great police force. Great professionals. Very friendly.

11/23/2019 4:56 PM

28

I think with the continued growth in the town more officers are needed. I have heard wait time
when someone requests an officer for a non urgent call can take a long time

11/23/2019 4:52 PM

29

Better traffic control. Very unsafe driving that seems to be the normal way to drive.

11/23/2019 4:52 PM

30

I love it when I see officers around town.

11/23/2019 4:48 PM

31

Curtailing Red Light Runners and Driving while texting.

11/23/2019 4:46 PM

32

Listen to the citizens and not the council to find out what is important to the citizens

11/23/2019 4:45 PM

33

The Department has a real presence in the community. Keep up the great work.

11/21/2019 11:16 PM

34

Doing well: being present and helping to avoid the stigma that "cops are Bad", continue
enforcement programs focused on running red lights and speed on Jordan road on the North end
of Parker

11/21/2019 3:19 PM

35

Traffic enforcement seems non existent in Parker. You never see anyone pulled over. Why waste
money on speed limit signs? School zones are bad, people speed. People pass stopped school
buses. Just wonder why tickets are such a low priority and have always been.

11/21/2019 4:57 AM

36

Having lived and worked in Parker for over a decade I have seen and admired the Parker Police
Department. Recently however it seems as if the police presence has diminished and a more
reactive versus proactive approach is being taken. I hope this is not due to poor staffing numbers
and your attrition rates. It would be nice to see your internal promotions-perhaps on twitter-so we
can see the commitment to our Town with long term employees. I highly recommend that the
police patrol the apartment complexes more. I am surprised after living in various complexes over
the years, I rarely see a unit patrolling anymore or perhaps even getting out and walking around
the complex to interact with the community. There are many people in the complexes that could
provide valuable information. Kudos to Department however for beginning to recognize the Mental
Health issues and have an advocate. It would be nice to hear and see more about that so people
can be more aware of the resource. I thank your Officers-especially the boots on the ground-for all
they do. I truly hope the superiors in the Department appreciate and recognize the hard work of
their Employees and treat them as such! God Bless and Stay Safe Parker.

11/20/2019 10:33 AM

37

Officer Lantz is amazing 

11/20/2019 9:48 AM

38

Pull drivers over for speeding or not stopping at stop signs/red llights. I think there is a balance of
community policing, and Parker does way too much.

11/20/2019 2:45 AM

39

I think you are doing well with positive community interaction. My biggest concern is drivers
speeding through school zones.

11/20/2019 12:28 AM

40

With increased population and all that it brings, walk a beat daily downtown, thank you.

11/19/2019 10:32 PM
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41

I appreciate all PPD does for its citizens. I have reported to the dispatch and also spoke with
multiple people (Officer Faulkner, Officer Degenhart, Josh Hans) and also used the map to report
excessive speeding on Buffaloberry and Canterberry Crossing. It is a residential area with many
kids and deer roaming the streets. PPD came and put out speed monitoring signs, but was told
“data does not support having people out here stopping or ticketing people.” I have been told PPD
is short on officers that can monitor the speeding. I have been made to feel as if I am bothering the
PPD officers and my concern is not really a problem. I do realize there is speeding all over Parker,
but this is a residential area with a 30 mph speed limit. I have been/am concerned with the
speeding and lives of my family, neighbors, middle school/high school kids, and the deer living in
this area.

11/19/2019 9:40 PM

42

Officers are visible and approachable. They are good about traffic safety and are attentive to
school zones. I like that they tend to give quick warnings in the school zones so that they can
address multiple drivers quickly. This has had a great influence of slowing everyone down. When
concentrating on a citation the public seems to continue to speed past a busy officer. Egregious
violations are clearly cited. I am a retired Denver police Sergeant. The result of traffic enforcement
and numerous contacts with the public has a great influence on the crime rate which remains low.
This is why I moved my family to Parker. The Police Officers in Parker are professional, courteous
and respond when needed. Thank-you for the job you do everyday.

11/19/2019 3:22 PM

43

More patrol and police presence around town in general. More patrol on Mainstreet on a more
regular basis- we used to always have an office on busy evenings and weekends and even had
bike patrol during summer- why were they taken away?

11/19/2019 5:55 AM

44

I live in the Pine Bluffs sub division that borders Hill Top between Parker Rd and Hess. Speeding
is a big issue on Hill Top - people don’t even pay attention to the School zone when active. If I’m
doing 40mph - most cars blow past me

11/19/2019 4:51 AM

45

We could use some solutions for the porch pirate issues that seem to be increasing

11/19/2019 4:17 AM

46

Better social media. More timely updates on social media to let the community know what is going
on.

11/19/2019 3:51 AM

47

I do have to question what your fiscal budget is in terms of spending. I question how responsible
you are being with the funds given all your spending, I.e. horses, vehicle and equipment. A few
neighbors and I really question if the money is being spent appropriately for what we get? A
detailed breakdown would be appreciated.

11/19/2019 1:41 AM

48

Cover the unincorporated areas. Like the new communities.

11/19/2019 12:08 AM

49

The Parker Police does a great job responding to my call about kids playing at Challenger Park at
night.

11/18/2019 10:58 PM

50

More neighborhood patrolling. Especially late at night.

11/18/2019 10:28 PM

51

I appreciate all the hard work that the Parker Police are doing but with so many reports of crimes
in the area recently, I would like to hear more about what actions are being taken to prevent them.
More transparency and increased police presence will really help with making he residents feel
more secured. Again, thanks for all you do. 

11/18/2019 9:34 PM

52

Traffic enforcement is good, but traffic volume is affecting quality of life in Parker. Not sure of how
to deal with that. I feel safe from crimes against me like assault, etc, but property crimes are a
valid concern. I see too many officers passing through on main roads and not enough in business
and store lots. Please look at ways to increase patrols in business areas to reduce property
crimes. .

11/18/2019 9:30 PM

53

Overall, I think the police do an excellent job showing a presence at local schools. What could be
better is controlling the sired at which people drive on main roads, Hilltop, Hess, Jordan,
Chambers, Lincoln and Main.

11/18/2019 9:15 PM

54

More officers

11/18/2019 8:48 PM

55

The town is growing so rapidly so hiring more officers soon!

11/18/2019 8:30 PM

56

Honestly would help...

11/18/2019 8:23 PM
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57

There’s a pervasive culture in Parker of automobile drivers not respecting traffic laws. While this
may not rank high on their priority list, I’m particularly concerned with the risk this poses to
bicyclists. Too many people have already been killed or injured and it will happen again if
something isn’t done to address this. Will it be me next? I was hit by a car last year while riding
and every day I drive on Hess road, I see cars not respecting the bike lane and I imagine then
plowing into the defenseless rider they don’t see. Please help!

11/18/2019 7:46 PM

58

From my experience Parker Police has been very lazy and too relaxed. There has been multiple
times where we have called and nobody shows without any communication to us, luckily nothing
was life threatening. I feel like they will cut corners if something involves extra work.

11/18/2019 7:44 PM

59

I would love to see you all crack down on those who blatantly run red lights. Not yellow lights, red
lights in my town. The law states that you must make a complete stop at a red before turning right.
Just watch today how many people break this law. I hate to see a child hit when motorist do this
and the law is not enforced. Thank you and p.s. I have lived in Parker for over 25 years.

11/18/2019 7:37 PM

60

They should consider starting a Community Safety Volenteer program like CRPD, LTPD, and
DSCO has in place.

11/18/2019 7:30 PM

61

Stay involved (like you are already doing now) with community activities. I love the School night for
Scouting as I am an Eagle Scout myself. I also appreciate that there is a way to share input for
enhanced patrol areas of concern. Overall, great job!!!

11/18/2019 7:29 PM

62

Like the P.D. very well...like Chief King too.

11/18/2019 7:23 PM

63

have patrols more visible driving through neighborhood streets in the late evening and at night. It
is easy to be reactive and you all have a great response time. But I think it helps perception when
people see you proactively policing thier neighborhoods. All neighborhoods.

11/18/2019 7:19 PM

64

It would be nice to see traffic laws enforced more

11/18/2019 7:09 PM

65

You once asked us what areas / intersections we wanted to see increased patrols. That was
awesome!

11/18/2019 7:03 PM

66

I think you are wonderful!

11/18/2019 7:03 PM

67

Red light enforcement

11/18/2019 6:57 PM

68

I’ve only had positive interactions with officers. I guess if I had to pick something to improve on,
maybe curbing these car break-ins somehow.

11/18/2019 6:56 PM

69

The increase in people not following basic traffic laws is concerning. Drivers constantly pulling out
in front of me. It’s almost reached the point where I don’t like going out if I don’t have to. Drivers
continue to turn at the no left turn just south of Lincoln on Jordan. The road takes you to CVS and
Taco Bell. It causes problems. I appreciate what Parker Police. You have my respect.

11/18/2019 6:56 PM

70

More neighborhood patrols at night. I've only seen the police on my camera 2 times since July.

11/18/2019 6:55 PM

71

Better patrol major housing construction sites for noise ordinance violations.

11/18/2019 6:53 PM

72

Hire more officers

11/18/2019 6:49 PM

73

Implement aggressive traffic inforcement. Feel squads with radar and pursuit patrolman to track
down people who speed drive recklessly and do not obey traffic signals in intersections

11/18/2019 6:44 PM

74

Love how connected you are with the community, especially the Legend Unified game!

11/18/2019 6:38 PM

75

Free the homie carter

11/18/2019 6:37 PM

76

Overall good! Only suggestion is revamping teen curfew enforcement.

11/18/2019 6:33 PM

77

I love the fact that the department doesn't constantly run speed traps around town.

11/18/2019 6:31 PM

78

None I can think of.

11/18/2019 6:31 PM

79

More presence in neighborhoods especially to stop speeding in residential streets

11/18/2019 3:29 AM
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80

I have seen Parker Police go above and beyond in traffic control, but I have a very serious
suggestion in that regard. When directing traffic, it can be very difficult to see an officers hands,
especially at certain times of day. Consider wearing white gloves, or some other method for
improving visibility of drivers seeing your hand motions. I’ve seen officers standing in rain, snow,
etc to direct traffic around an accident or broken traffic light. It is much appreciated. Parker Police
have a reputation for making ticky tacky traffic stops. In my personal experience, I think this has
lessened over the last number of years, probably as the needs of the Town have changed. I have
loved the stories on FB about the interactions with the community. I have appreciated the quick
response to any needs at our business over the years. I appreciated the calm of the officer I
disagreed with during my last interaction. I see far too many red lights being run and appreciate
the emphasis being put on that and would like to see more people pulled over for the blatant red
light running.

11/18/2019 2:38 AM

81

Step-up traffic speed enforcement on neighborhood arteries (e.g. Hilltop, Tallman).

11/17/2019 6:50 PM

82

Doing well-very visible and quick response times (I’ve heard). Do better-help remove the
panhandlers.

11/17/2019 2:48 PM

83

Listen to the officers on the street, if they make a suggestion for improvement, listen

11/17/2019 7:11 AM

84

The community assistance you provide, I’ve seen Parker police help out stranded motorist more
than pulling people over, for someone that has seen police in a predatory environment, I have a
newfound respect for Parker police officers, I wish you would take it national

11/17/2019 6:48 AM

85

I work on Mainstreet in Parker. We had an issue earlier this year when a homeless woman came
into our store. We had customers call the police department because they feared for our safety.
My co worker and I did not call. The Parker officer showed up, and seemed annoyed he had to
deal with this issue and told us that “there was nothing he could do” and that “he couldn’t kick her
out for no reason.” I just thought he came at us a little too defensively when we weren’t the ones
who called. Other than this one incident, the officers have been nothing but approachable and
friendly!

11/17/2019 2:28 AM

86

I don’t have a lot to say except I’d like to see more PD in my neighborhood at night just driving.
Keep the Clarke Farms residents and visitors in line! :)

11/17/2019 1:59 AM

87

The amount of red light runners along Parker Road is absolutely inexcusable. There should be
officers at all of the intersections on a rotating basis every day. I am astounded at the number of
cars who fly through the intersections when the light is already red! Maybe CSP can help?? Also, I
am always disappointed with the way your dispatchers handle calls. They ask dumb questions and
interrupt me as I am trying to give a plate number of a vehicle doing something unsafe. Many of
them seem like they are being bothered my being called. I was asked by a dispatcher one time to
contact a resident on a street nearby me and speak with them about their dog barking all night.
No, that is your job to send an officer out at 4AM to handle not mine!

11/16/2019 9:03 PM

88

More presence on the roads. I never see a patrol car.

11/16/2019 5:20 PM

89

More trail patrols

11/16/2019 4:30 PM

90

None

11/16/2019 5:07 AM

91

My only complaint is the speeding I see in Parker on main roads and residential areas.

11/15/2019 9:33 PM

92

More functional uniforms for the officers, they have to carry alot of things around.

11/15/2019 9:22 PM

93

Red light cameras

11/15/2019 5:59 PM

94

The officers with whom we have engaged in troubling circumstances have been nothing but kind,
helpful, and professional.

11/15/2019 5:07 PM

95

I wish there was a permanent speed control implemented on Hilltop (or more police presence to
catch speeders). I hate how cars frequently speed through at 50+ in this 35mph zone. I feel that
it's only a matter of time before there is a fatality with a school and several neighborhood turnings
with low visibility (Pine Bluffs particularly). You can start to pull out when it's clear and in a second
a speeding car is right up on you.

11/15/2019 4:49 PM

96

None at the moment.

11/15/2019 4:12 PM

97

The Department can have more Officers on duty during shift; their presence is not felt in the
community on a daily basis only when called upon or at events. Decrease traffic accidents by
increasing traffic enforcement. Improve officers uniform; outer carrier vest.

11/15/2019 3:56 PM
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98

Response times are great. I would like to see more transparency in regards to crime stats and
locations; the new map system is hard to use and often incorrect/missing information. The
previous weekly reports were great.

11/15/2019 3:48 PM

99

No suggestions. Parker PD is a top notch organization

11/15/2019 1:53 PM

100

Enforce the speed limits. You put up the signs that show peoples speed, but that does nothing to
slow people down. Probably because they know they won’t get pulled over.

11/15/2019 7:39 AM

101

Some officers need to work on their approachability. If they were more personable it would help in
my opinion. Understanding the fact that everyone has a bad day or has other things on their
concerns list. There are a few officers that tend to always seem to be "short" or annoyed when
asked questions

11/15/2019 7:29 AM

102

offer some of your community classes during school hours. like citizen police academy

11/15/2019 6:23 AM

103

more officers

11/15/2019 6:03 AM

104

VERY pleased with the out reach & training level, police/public interaction 7 local perception of
force by the public around us!! It's precisely that level of out reach & interaction that keeps making
OUR police force be PART of us!!! Never a stranger!!

11/15/2019 5:55 AM

105

Community engagement and communication is fantastic!

11/15/2019 5:43 AM

106

I am especially appreciative when you update the public on ongoing police and fire actions via
social media

11/15/2019 4:54 AM

107

Parker PD is a wonderful agency. Officers are professional and caring. We need more of them! I’d
love to see more patrol cars out there catching traffic violators

11/15/2019 4:42 AM

108

The public outreach, and social media is great. Coffee with a cop, etc. Lots of content on
Facebook, it's great. Really can't ask for much more. Never been pulled over. Never had a reason
to call the cops. Thanks for keeping Parker a great place to live!

11/15/2019 4:30 AM

109

When there is an accident involving a child who’s been hit by a vehicle and DRAGGED 70 feet
through an intersection and the accident investigator for the child’s attorney points out a camera
that had the PERFECT vantage point to see what happened don’t wait for THREE F******
WEEKS to request the video. Oh and don’t send the request to the IT department, send it to
SECURITY. And if you’re not sure contact the business and ask where you should send the
request to. Because of the complete incompetence of the accident investigator assigned to our
case the BEST piece of evidence is GONE. Oh and when there is “gross bodily injury” get the
d***** county involved! Gah, morons. I mean, I realize Parker is a “small town”, but it’s 2019
(2018 when this happened) and my son is lucky to be recovered to the point he is.

11/15/2019 4:19 AM

110

Love the quick communication about road closures via Twitter!

11/15/2019 3:59 AM

111

I love the coffee with a cop events and seeing the police presence almost daily while I’m out in
Parker. I would really LOVE to see more presence at the trailheads and some of the busy
intersections where people run red lights daily...and on Jordan road on Friday and Sat nights
during street racing.

11/15/2019 3:59 AM

112

It just amazes me that you can actually do such a great job...while the bad guys just get new tricks
to do the awful stuff they do.

11/15/2019 3:39 AM

113

Your connection with the community is top notch and should be emulated by all departments. If I
had to nit pick something I'd ask for more of a presence at the big intersections that see so many
accidents. Red is the new yellow and there are people running red lights a good 3-4 seconds after
the light turns red. They need to be humbled by a ticket with a very large fine.

11/15/2019 3:30 AM

114

I love the community involvement and getting the officers out and interacting within the
neighborhoods. Our boys have had several chances to interact and ask questions when the
officers are in our neighborhood and they love it. These types of interactions humanize police
officers and provide our kids and parents a positive and personal relationship with the police.

11/15/2019 3:04 AM

115

Very Professional Department

11/15/2019 2:59 AM

116

Less 'revenue' generation and more crime prevention.

11/15/2019 2:40 AM

117

Animal control coverage should be increased, I love Parker PD the officers are so kind when I
have to interact with one. Parker traffic has become obnoxious and I wish you could be
everywhere because I feel unsafe driving and walking around town.

11/15/2019 2:16 AM
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Move follow up when a report has been written on something that happened like a stolen property
report.

11/15/2019 2:10 AM

119

Great at community involvement/engagement, and responding to and effectively handling issues
around town. We need more speed/traffic enforcement

11/15/2019 1:31 AM

120

I think you doing a great job with the resources you have. It’s a tough situation with a community
growing so fast

11/15/2019 1:18 AM

121

The highest professional and community policing

11/15/2019 1:17 AM

122

I appreciate the safe feeling here. Love the personal safety class for teens. Love the help with lost
dogs. Wish you still did fingerprinting for professionals here. Thanks for the communication on
facebook

11/15/2019 1:11 AM

123

PD works extremely hard at building relationships with Parker residents.

11/15/2019 1:09 AM

124

The Parker Police department is doing a great job policing Parker. I would love to see more traffic
enforcement, more tickets for speeding and running red lights, and a crack down on texting and
driving in the Town.

11/15/2019 12:55 AM

125

There is a significant amount of interaction between the public and police at many events. This is
really great.

11/15/2019 12:14 AM

126

It seems like everyone really cares. Keep up the great work!

11/15/2019 12:07 AM

127

More active patrols in key hours.

11/15/2019 12:06 AM

128

Take care of problems that are called in don't make excuse

11/14/2019 11:59 PM

129

Parker Police is doing an outstanding job keeping us informed and protecting our town.

11/14/2019 11:58 PM

130

Better speed control

11/14/2019 11:57 PM

131

I would love to see more traffic enforcement throughout the town and areas of unincorporated
Douglas County.

11/14/2019 11:42 PM

132

Always good to see the officers or police cars on patrol

11/14/2019 11:23 PM

133

Continue to be the Platinum standard of Police. Keep engaged with the citizens. Do not try to be
any other department and continue at the highest of Parker standards!!

11/14/2019 11:13 PM

134

I think you guys and gals are doing a great job !! I’m excited To be working with you all !! from your
New VA Lori

11/14/2019 11:09 PM

135

Amazing staff!! Helped my brother in law in a rough situation. I never see police cars roll through
my neighborhood. Not sure if this something y’all do and I never see it but it would be nice to know
y’all are there.

11/14/2019 11:07 PM

136

None

11/14/2019 11:00 PM

137

Keep on hounding the porch pirates!

11/14/2019 10:56 PM

138

I like the way the Parker police dept. and officers relate and reach out to families and children.

11/14/2019 10:56 PM

139

I think we need to ticket bad drivers! I see a ton of cell phone use and random uturns

11/14/2019 10:53 PM

140

Please patrol school zones more. So so many speeders just don't care about thoes flashing lights!

11/14/2019 10:53 PM

141

The CALEA certification says it all. Friendly, competitant officers who serve the citizens well!

11/14/2019 10:50 PM

142

All of my interactions have been good

11/14/2019 10:45 PM

143

Please we need more speed enforcement Parker has turned into the Indianapolis 500 doesn’t
matter time of day or location most drivers exceeding limits by 10+mph. I rarely see anyone ever
pulled over or officers running speed traps use to see them all the time when we moved here 11
us ago

11/14/2019 10:40 PM

144

Move accidents off Parker Road Quicker.

11/14/2019 10:32 PM

145

Appreciate all you do! Your social media is great and keeps everyone informed - thank you!

11/14/2019 10:24 PM

146

Continue to do community events and I like the Nextdoor posts too!

11/14/2019 10:22 PM

147

Can't think of any suggestions. Thanks for all you do!

11/14/2019 10:15 PM
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Love all the community outreach programs the PD has. Really gets the community involved. Great
exposure for the PD.

11/14/2019 10:11 PM

149

communication with the citizens is great. the officers are top notch. could be a little more visible
downtown and at larger gatherings. I love seeing the officers at the volleyball games at the high
school.

11/14/2019 10:10 PM

150

Police are approachable and engage with the community.

11/14/2019 10:08 PM

151

Would love to see more vehicle speed and running red light monitoring - Lincoln Rd is crazy!

11/14/2019 10:07 PM

152

You are always engaging in community events and are easily approachable.

11/14/2019 10:05 PM

153

The officers are rude, they never talk to anyone. A denver pd officer will talk to you, joke around
and be friendly. But ppd and douglas county sheriff's are rude. A bunch of devas..

11/14/2019 10:05 PM

154

traffic control is a concern.

11/14/2019 10:03 PM

155

Be more responsive to neighborhood complaints

11/14/2019 10:03 PM

156

Customer service is excellent. Professional. Things to do better... More officers on duty per shift.
Pay them better for risking their lives.

11/14/2019 10:02 PM

Summary & Methodology
The Parker Police Department and every employee should be incredibly proud of the results of this survey. The
first six questions demonstrate that the community is very happy with the job we are doing and the way we are
doing it. Question number seven provided us insight into what specific concerns they have and what we can do
better.
The survey was conducted using Survey Monkey over the course of three weeks, November 13-December 3. We
used several channels to make residents aware that we wanted their feedback. The information was shared on
Nexdoor which resulted in 21, 617 emails being sent. More than 4,700 people saw the survey on Facebook and
1,810 push notifications were sent through our website. It was also a news story on our website and the Town of
Parker also promoted it on their Facebook and Twitter page. We also used the Let’s Talk Parker engagement page
to inform residents.
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